Recap
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There are three (3) Constitutions, one Unanimous Declaration of Independence, and no treaties
signed in 1866 have any validity or weight, beyond being private corporate business agreements,
because they were not signed by the actual government of this country.
From 1776 to 1790, The United States functioned for business purposes as "the" United States. After
1790, The United States functioned as The United States and still does. The business name "the"
United States was passed on to the Municipal Government upon the passage of The Constitution of
the United States.
From 1776 to 1789, The United States of America functioned for business purposes as "the" United
States of America. After 1789, The United States of America functioned as The United States of
America and still does. The business name "the" United States of America was passed on to the
Territorial Government upon the passage of The Constitution of the United States of America.
From 1781 to 1787, the united States of America (Confederation formed under the Articles of
Confederation) functioned for business purposes as "the" united States of America. The business
name "the" united States of America was passed on to the Federal Government (American
Subcontractor) upon the passage of The Constitution for the united States of America in 1787. This
portion of the intended Federal Government ceased functioning in 1861 and has yet to be
"reconstructed" by the States of the Union, that is, the member States of the unincorporated
Federation of States doing business as The United States of America.
This is confusing due to the transfer of business names and similarity of names involved, and the use
of the same names by different entities at different times during and after The War of Independence,
but you can see it graphically presented as it currently sits by going to www.annavonreitz.com and
looking up our One Pager of the American Government Structure to see where the gaping hole is.
What has resulted is that instead of African Americans being set free, everyone was enslaved on
paper. They did this by abolishing slavery EXCEPT in the case of criminals, and then, defining all
Municipal citizens of the United States as criminals.
This travesty has to end and the Pope has to stop playing war with himself. In essence, what
happened is that the British Monarch in charge for running the Territorial Commonwealth for the Pope
declared "war" on the Municipal United States Government which is also run by the Pope.
So you see that the Pope indirectly owns/controls the Territorial Commonwealth and directly
owns/controls the Municipal United States Government, so that any "war" between them is phony.
The Pope owns/controls both would-be combatants.
What they have done is to collude together to keep a bogus "civil war" going on our shores as an
excuse to accidentally-on-purpose misidentify and attack their Employers, the American State
Citizens, who are civilian non-combatants who never fought in the so-called Civil War, and who are
innocent Third Parties with respect to all this guile.

The Pope needs to be called out for all this and it needs to stop. The British Queen needs to be
called out for her part in this, too. She knows that there is a difference between citizens of the
Commonwealth who are residing here and the Americans who live here. There is no excuse for either
the Pope or the Queen concerning this ugly circumstance. They both need to make amends and
provide remedy.
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